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SUMMARY 
We prove convergence for arbitrary sequences of (p, v)-approximants with 
v ~ p-l, v+p _ 00 in the Pade table for IF1(1; C; x) with c ¢ Z\l1. Also an 
a.symptotic formula for the orthogonal polynomials connected with this table is 
derived. This formula implies a.symptotic formula.s for the BeBBel and generalized 
BeBBel polynomials. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let f(x) = I,.O:o c.x· (eo ¥= 0) be a formal power series in an indeterminate 
x with complex coefficients and consider its Pad!- table as defined by 
H. Pade [lO]. The most important results of that paper can also be found 
in O. Perron [13], H. S. Wall [18], while the more formal aspects are 
treated in M. G. de Bruin and H. van Rossum [5]. 
We recall that the Pade table of the above formal power series is an 
array of double entry (p., v) with p., v E110=11 U {O} (p.-values along the 
negative Y-axis, v-values along the positive X-axis). At the point (p., v) 
one places the rational function P,..,.(x)/Q,..,.(x) which is 'Unique when 
written in its lowest terms, This function satisfies the conditions 
(1) (b) pp,.(O)=co, Q,..,.(O)=1. ) 
(a) the greatest common divisor of P,..,. and Q,.., •• is 1. 
(c) there exists a non-negative integer A. with 
(i) degree xl P,..,.(x) <v, degree xlQ,.., .(x) <p.. 
(ii) xl{Q,..,.(x)f(x)-P,..,.(x)} is a formal power serie& beginning with 
x"+.+1 or a higher power, 
Defining the determinants ..1,..,. by 
c. C._1 c._,.. 
..1,..,.= c.+1 c. C._,..+1 (p., v E11o; 0«=0 for i<O) 
c.+,.. C.+,.._1 C. 
and 
..1-1,.= 1 (v E 110), 
we have 
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the point (fl, v) and the rational fraction PI'. v(x)/QI'. v(x) appearing 
at it are called normal if one of the following (equivalent) con-
ditions is satisfied: 
(a) the rational function does not appear anywhere else in the 
(2) table. 
(b) (i) degree PI'.v(x)=v, degree Q'l.v(X)=fl' 
(ii) QI'. v(x)f(x) - PI'. v(x) is a formal power series beginning 
with dxl'+V+1, di=O. 
(c) .11' . ., .11'-I.v+1, .11'-1 . ., .11' .• +1 i= 0. 
From the definition of the Pade table we derive the notions of stepline 
of order k and diagonal of order k (k E 110) as the sequence of points (0, k), 
(0, k + I), (I, k + 1), (I, k+ 2), ... , respectively, (0, k), (I, k + I), (2, k+ 2), .... 
If we are now in the situation that the power series has a radius of 
convergence different from zero and that at the same time a certain 
stepline is normal (and thus the two diagonals it consists of), we can use 
the connection with continued fractions. The approximants on the stepline 
appear to be the convergents of a certain well-behaved continued fraction 
(apart from the first and second coefficient a so-called regular C-fraction). 
In this way it is possible to derive a result on the convergence of the 
sequence of approximants on the stepline (and thus a convergence result 
for the two diagonals), see M. G. de Bruin [3]. 
For the function IFl(l; c; x) with c ¢ Z\11, given by its series 
1 ~;X:O (v)XV(c<O) = I, cr·) =c(c+ I) ... (c+v-l) for v E 11), 
c 
we have a radius of convergence infinity while all points (fl, v) withv>/l-
in its Pade table are normal (M. G. de Bruin [4]; for c = 1 we have 
IF1(1; 1; x) =eX and then all points are normal, see H. Pade [10]). Using 
the described stepline-method we have 
) 
(a) The sequence of approximants on the stepline of order k 
converges to IFl(l;c;x) for all XEO and each kE11o. 
(3) (b) The sequence of approximants on the diagonal of order k 
converges to IFl(l; c; x) for all x EO and each k E11o. 
(These results and some others can be found in M. G. de Bruin [3]). 
Little is known, however, about the convergence of arbitrary sequences 
of approximants from the Pade table; for an excellent review see G. A. 
Baker Jr. [2]. 
We recall 
(a) In the table for eX one has 
lim pl'.v(x)/QI' .• (x)=ex (4) 1'+.->00 
uniformly in x on each compact subset of 0 (0. Perron [13]). 
(b) Let the coefficients of the Maclaurin series for f(x) be a 
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so-called P6lya frequency series (I. J. Schoenberg [16]) which 
is equivalent to 
00 00 
f(x)=aoe"'" II (I+iXjx)1 II (I-pjX), 
i-I i-I 
with ao>O, y;;;.O, iXj;;;'O, Pj;;;'O (jE'fl) and ~~I (iXj+pj) <00 
(A. Edrei [6]). 
Then we have 
00 
lim p" .• (x) =aoe"",/(I+W) II (1 +iXjX), 
i-I 
00 
limQp,~(x)=e-"w"'/(1+W) II (I-pjX) 
1-1 
uniformly in x on each compact subset of Q for /-l+v ~ 00, 
/-llv ~ OJ (R. J. Arms and A. Edrei [1]). 
As it is obvious that (4b) also applies to eX (ao=y= 1, iXj=pj=O for 
j E'fl, see also H. Pad6 [11]) and lFl(I; 1; x)=ex , one may wonder whether 
lFl(I; c; x) with c rf Z\'fl is a generating function for a P6lya frequency 
series for any other value of c. The power series leads to an entire function 
which must then be of the form eY"'II~1 (1+iXjX); this leads to c>O 
and then the hypergeometric function has at most one zero (A. Erdelyi [7]). 
This implies the equation lFl(I; c; x) =e""'(1 +iXlX) with c> 0, y> 0, iXl> 0 
which leads to a contradiction unless c = 1. Thus (4b) cannot be used to 
derive convergence results in the Pad6 table for lFl(l; c; x) with CEQ, 
c rf Z\('fl\{I}). 
Luckily there is another way of proving convergence results (as shown 
in section 2), owing to the existence of explicit expressions for Qp,.(x) 
and Q"".(x) lFl(l; c; x) -p"".(x) for the points (/-l, v) with v>/-l-I; compare 
H. van Rossum [14], [15], These expressions are derived from those for 
the hypergeometric series 2Fl(a, 1; c; x) with c rf Z\'fl as given by H. 
Pad6 [12], 
The convergence behaviour to be derived in Theorem 2.1 (with the 
single restriction v">/-l-I) has not yet been observed in any other Pade 
table but tha.t of eX. Only quite recently, Y. L. Luke [9] derived some 
convergence results for the table of the function considered in this paper. 
Unfortuna.tely, however, the condition v> /-l -1, already appearing in [12], 
[14], [15] has been omitted in his basic formulas, thereby invalidating 
some of his results. Taking the condition v"> /-l - 1 into account, Luke's 
paper implies the convergence of the Pade approximants in the following 
cases: 
(a) v = /-l + k, k E 'flo fixed, /-l ~ 00 (see also M. G. de Bruin [3] i.e. assertion 
(380) of this paper). 
(b) /-l fixed, v ~ 00. 
(c) /-l+v=2n+0(1), fJlv ~ 1/3, v ~ 00, 
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In studying convergence in the lower half of the table one runs into 
the problem that points (fl, v) with v < fl- 2 need not be normal. For 
example simple calculations show the existence of the 2 x 2 blocks 
(a) (2,0), (2,1), (3,0), (3,1) for e = 2, 
(b) (3,0), (3,1), (4,0), (4,1) for any of the three real roots of 
e3 -4e2 -e+6=0, 
(c) (3,1), (3,2), (4,1), (4,2) for e= 1 ± iV2, etc. 
I. A LEMMA 
In this section a fundamental lemma will be derived. Its proof runs 
along the same lines as that for the unrestricted convergence in the Pade 
table for eX given in O. Perron [13]. 
First we need the following formulas due to H. van Rossum [14], [15]: 
Let (fl, v) with v>fl-I be a point in the Pade table for IF1(l; e; x) 
with e ¢ z\n. Then 
(a) QI' .• (x)=lF1(-fl; -e-fl-v+l; -x)= 
=I+!I' fl(fl-I)···(fl-k+I) (-x)k 
(5) k=l (e+fl+v-l)(e+fl+v-2) ... (e+fl+v-k)'~' 
(b) QI' .• (xhF1(l; e; x)-PI'.v(x) = 
(-l)l'fl!XI'+V+l . . 
= c!1'+v)(e + V)(I'+l) IF1(fl + 1, e + fl + v + 1, x). 
REMARK. We use the customary notations iX(O) = 1, 
iX(V)=iX(iX+I) .,. (iX+v-l) (iXEq, YEn) and 
iX(V) XV 
IF1(iX; p; x) = !;":.o P(V) I (iX, P E q, P ¢ z\n). 
v. 
CONVENTION. An asterisk (*) after a limit of a function in fl and v 
restricts the values of (fl, v) to v;;;. fl-l. 
LEMMA 1.1. For R(x)=QI' .• (xhFl(l;e;x)-PI',.(x) we have 
(6) lim* R(x) = ° uniformly in x on each compact subset of q. 
I'+V-i" 00 
PROOF. Substitute in (5b), for v> max (fl-I, lei + 1), the estimates 
(i) l(e+v)(I'+l)I;;;;. (fl+ I)! 
(1'1') IF (1 1 )1 ~oo (fl+ l)(k) Ixlk Ixi 1 Ifl+ ;e+fl+ v+ ;x <kk-O(fl+l+v_lel)(k)k!<e . 
(iii) IXI'+V+ll Ix l
3+[lcl) Ixll'+v-2-[lcl) 
e("'+v) < le([ICI)+2)1 ' (fl+v-2- [Ie!])!' 
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Here [.] denotes the greatest-integer-function; Ie + jl ;;. j - [lei] - 1 for 
j=[lel]+2, [lel]+3, ... ,,u+v-1. We thus get 
,u! IxI 3+[lel] elxl Ixll'+·-2- [lei] 
(7) IR(x)1 <: (,u + 1) !lc([lel l+2)1 . (,u + V - 2 - [lei])! ' 
leading directly to (6). 0 
LEMMA 1.2. There exist two constants a, A E'f\ only depending on C 
such that 
(8) )1 QI' .• (x) - exp ( - e+ :;V-I) I <alxI2elxlle+,u+,,-II-l 
for x eQ, ,,>A, v;;.,u-1. 
PROOF. Rearrange (6a): 
QI' .• (x) = 1- e+::,,-I + Ir-21~ (- C+::V-IY 
(9) P1&=rr{(I-i)!(I- j -I)} (k=2,3, ... ,#) 
1-1 # c+,u+" 
(,u = 0: omit the second term and the sum on the right hand side; 
,u = 1: omit the sum.) 
Put C=Cl +ic2 and take from now on ,,> max (,u-I, Ici + I). Because 
Ij/(c+#+,,-I)I<j/(#+v+I-lcl)<j/# for j=I,2, ... ,#-1, we get 
(10) 
1
1- j 1>I- i (>O)forj=I,2, ... ,#-1. 
c+ #+,,-1 # 
On the other hand, because 
Cl + # +" - 1 > Cl + # +" - j - 1 > Cl + # + v - # = Cl + V > 1, 
1 
j 1 {(Cl+#+v-j-l)2+C~}i . (11) 1- 1 = ( 1)2 2 <1 for ;=1, 2, ... ,#-1. 
c + # + v - Cl + # + ,,- + e2 
Now combine (10), (11) and take the product over j for j = 1,2, ... , k-I 
(k> 2); we get 
and thus 
(12) 
If C were real, we would be ready now, because then p" > 0 for ~ > Ici + 1. 
Then (12) remains valid if we remove the absolute value bars on the 
left hand side. The proof then follows exactly the same pattern as the 
proof for convergence in the table of eX; see O. Perron [13]. 
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To reach an expression like (12) without absolute value bar!> in the 
complex case, we need an estimate for Arg Pk. Because 
we have 
k-l 
Pk= IT (Il - j)(c+ll + v-l)fj(c+!t + v-l-j) 
i ~ l 
k-l 
argpk= L {Arg (c+ll+v-l)-Arg (c+ll+v-I-j)) 
i - I 
where all complex number8 in the 8ummation belong either to 
{zlRe z > 0,0 .;;: Arg Z < ~} or to {zlRe z > 0, - ~ < Arg z<o} 
depending on whether 1m C=C2;;;'0 or C2<0. Therefore all arguments have 
the same sign and we may assume C2 > 0 without loss of generality. If we 
replace C2 in the final result by IC21, the result in question will be valid 
for arbitrary c (even covering the case C2 = 0). 
C +ll+\I-k : 1 \ 
C 1+jJ+\I-k+l 
Fig. 1. 
C 1 +\.1+\1-2 ; 
c 1+lJ+\I-1 
From fig. 1 it is clear that we have 
(13) I C+It+v-ll IArg Pkl < (k-l) Arg + k· c+ Il v-
Now using 
we get 
and thus 
(14) 
xJ~ 1 .;;: arctg Ixl < Ixl and v> Ic12+ Ici + 1, 
I c+ll+v-ll Arg k <.k C2!{(Cl+Il+V)(Cl+ll+v-k)} c+ It+v-
~ IA~ Pkl <k(k~ 1)lc21/{(cl +1t+v)(C~ +It+v-k)} . 
? (k- 2,3, ... , It. v> max (.u-l, Ici + Icl + 1)). 
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Let Pk=lpkl (cosc/>+isinc/» and use (12): 
with 
Pk= 1- k(k-l) 0; 
2fL 
O;=Ok- (k(:~I) -Ok) (-1+ cos c/>+i sinc/». 
For 2<k<VfL' v:>((2/n)+I) Ici we have that the right hand side of (14) 
is less or equal n/2. Then 0< 1- cos c/>< (2/n)Ic/>1 for Ic/>I <n/2 and 
4k(k-I)(CI +fL+V)(CI +fL+v-k):>fL2 
for the just mentioned values of k, fL' v imply 
~ 10;1 < 1 + 8V 1:1 
? 2<k<~/fL' v> max{fL-I,(~+I)ICI'ICI2+ICI+I}. (i) 
On the other hand 
so Ipkl < 1 implies 
(ii) ~ 10;1 < 14 
( VfL<k<fL' 
With the abbreviations 
2a= max (14, 1 + 8V 1:1) , 
A = max {ICI2+ Icl + 1, (~ + 1) ICI} , 
(i) and (ii) can be combined in 
1 
k(k-I) ll>lo 'th Ill·1 2 Pk = 1 - 2fL Uk WI uk < a 
(15) 
k= 2,3, ... , fL; v> max (fL-l, A). 
If we substitute (15) in (9) we find 
Q",.(x) - exp ( - C+ ::"V-l) = 
(16) 
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In the last formula OZ is defined for k:>.u + 1 by OZ = 2.u/k(k - 1) and thus 
IOZI <: 2/(.u+ 1) <: 2< 2a; from (16) we conclude 
.ulxl2 Ixl k- 2 IR(x)l.;;; . 2a· !k'~2 .;;;alxI2elxllc+.u+v-ll-1 2Ic+.u+v-112 (k-2)! 
(v:> max (.u-1, A)). 0 
2. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
In this section we give two convergence results, showing that the 
convergence behaviour in the Pade table for 1F1(1; c; x) with c f/: Z\l1 
and for eX (= 1F1(l; 1; x)) is very similar. 
THEOREM 2.1. In the Pade table for 1F1(1; c; x) with c f/: Z\l1 one has 
(17) lim* PI' .• (x)/QI' .• (x)=lF1(I;c;x) 
(uniformly in x on each compact subset of Q.) 
PROOF. From lemma 1.2 we derive 
IQ .(x)I:>!exp (- .ux 1)!-alxI2elxllc+.u+V-ll-1 
1'. c+ .u+ v-
:> e-R - aR2 eRic +.u + v -11-1;.. !e-R > 0 
for Ixl<R, v:> max (.u-1,A), .u+v;;;..l+lcl+2aR2e2R. 
Then divide the result of lemma 1.1 by QI' .• (x). 0 
THEOREM 2.2. In the Pade table for 1F1(1 ; c; x) with c f/: Z\l1 one has 
lim* p" .• (x) =e-WiI'!(1+W)lF1(1; c; x) 
1'+ ...... 00 
(18) 
(I'!.) ..... w 
lim* QI' .• (x) = e-w",!(l+w) 
"+ ...... 00 (I',.) ..... w 
(uniformly in x on each compact subset of 0.) 
PROOF. From lemma 1.1 and lemma 1.2. 0 
COROLLARY 2.1. For the sequence of approximants 
{Pl,k)(x)/Ql,k)(x) }~-o 
on the diagonal or stepline of order k E 110 in the Pade table for 1F1(l; c; x) 
with c f/: Z\l1 we have 
lim Pl,k)(x)=e-b1F1(1; c; x); lim Ql,k)(x)=e-b 
n~oo n--..oo 
(uniformly in x on each compact subset of Q.) 0 
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3. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
Fina.lly we consider the so-called orthogonal polynomial8 generated by 
the PaM table of IF1(1; c; x) with crt Z\n; compare 80.0. H. van Rossum 
[15], A. van der Sluis [17]. 
Let Rp .• (c;x)=xpQp .• (-x-l)(p,VEno, v>p-l); then it is known that 
Rp .• (c; x) =xP1F1( - p; - p-V- c + 1; X-I). The sequences {Rp.p+k(c; x)}~-o 
(k E no) are orthogonal with respect to certain (indefinite) inner products; 
we will not discuss this matter here. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
Rp .(c; x) -- xP exp {( p I)} , 
. p+v+c- x 
x EO\{O} fixed, p+v-~oo. 
PROOF. Use (8), divide by 
exp (- P+::'C-l) 
and substitute -;rl for x. 0 
The following corollaries are now obvious. 
COROLLARY 3.1. 
Rp .• (c; x) -- x P exp {w/(1 + w)x}, 
xeCl\{O} fixed, p+v*-+oo, p/v --~-+w . 0 
CoROLLARY 3.2. For the sequences {R k(C' x)}OO on the diA.lYonal P.P+ , p-o -e 
of order k E 110 in the Parle table for IF1( 1; c; x) with c ¢ Z\n, we have 
R,..p+k(c; x) ,...., xP exp (1/2x), x ECl\{O} fixed, p -+ 00 . 0 
Corollary 3.2 can be used to derive asymptotic formulas for some well-
known orthogonal polynomials. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The ordinary Bes8el polynomial8 
p,.(x) = D- (n + k)! (:)t 
O(n-k)!k! 2 
satisfy 
and thus 
(2n)! (x) p,.(x) = --, B fl , fl 1;-n. 2 
(19) (2n)! Pn(X) "'- xnellz X el"1\{o} fi ad n!2fl ' '..( x, n-+oo 
(E. Grosswald [8]). 
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EXAMPLE 3.2. The generalized Be88el polynomials 
y!: I(X) = Lk-O (;) (n + IX + I )(k) (i) k (eX> 0) 
satisfy 
a.nd thus 
(20) Y~"')(x) __ (n +(\2~ l)(nl xnellx, X EO\ {O} fixed, n _ 00. 
REMARK. (19) and (20) imply 
Y!: )(x) ,,-,2"'pn(x), x EQ\{O} fixed, n _ 00. 
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